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My family is learning more every day about a 

virus and a pandemic that is making many 

people sick.  It started in Wuhan, China.  The 

World Health Organization has named the 

virus COVID-19.



Scientists often get to name discoveries.  If I was a scientist, I might name a virus. 

If I discovered the virus in Wuhan, China, I think I might name it _____________.



This is Darin.  Darin likes to think and 

talk about dinosaurs.  He also likes 

the number 2 and things in pairs.  

Darin is thinking of his own name for 

COVID-19.  He thinks it should be 

called…



Dinovidsaurus-2!  Darin thinks Dinovidsarus-2 is a good name for 

two reasons.



First, Darin likes the 

name Dinovidsaurus-2 

because the virus is 

making too many people 

sick in too many parts of 

the world.  



Second, Darin thinks Dinovidsaurus-2 is a good name because 

he wants the virus to become extinct soon.  



If I like, I may think of another name for COVID-19, too!  



Or, I may draw, paint, build or sculpt what 

the virus would look like if I was a 

scientist and the first one to see it! 



I may write a story or poem, sing a song, or make a video!  I may color 

activity pages from this Story!  I may make a get well card for everyone 

who is sick with COVID-19.  I may have another idea, too!



This is a picture of Mrs. Gray.  Mrs. Gray

has noticed  that when kids share their 

talents, artwork, and writing, adults 

smile and feel happier. Especially during 

times like a pandemic, adults love it 

when kids make them smile.  I may have

an idea for a project.



One thing the world needs now is 

for kids like me to “cheer people  

up.”  I may send my project (with 

written permission from my adult 

along with it) to ”Miss Carol” 

(that’s what kids call Mrs. Gray) at:

TakeThisToCarol@gmail.com.  My 

friends may send things, too!



Miss Carol will post positive, kind, and safe projects on a web page at 

https://padlet.com/takethistocarol/COVID19ArtbyKIDS.  Miss Carol 

hopes that there will be more posts on it very soon!  There are project 

ideas on the next (and last!) page of this Story. 



Ideas for Kids (no limit to number of projects)

Submit projects that are positive and safe for everyone

Not a complete list!  Other ideas are okay! 

Pictures Models – Sculpture Writing
- Drawings Project Photos of: - New names for 
- Activity pages (with this Story) COVID-19  (see optional
- COVID-19 - Play-dough activity page with this Story)
- Photographs of projects - Paper mache’ - Story
- Paintings - Lego® - Poem
- Colored pictures - Clay - Songs - Videos
- Get well or greeting cards    - Origami (upload to youtube.com

and send link)


